AUTISM BOOKS

Animals in Translation

Thinking in Pictures

Using the Mysteries of Autism to
Decode Animal Behavior

My Life with Autism

Temple Grandin, PhD &
Catherine Johnson
978-0-156031-44-8

$1595

Temple discusses how being a visual thinker gave her insights into
animal behavior. The book will help you understand from the
animals’ point of view why they act and react the way they do.
She draws upon a long, distinguished career as an animal scientist
and her own experiences with autism to deliver an extraordinary
message about how animals act, think, and feel. People with
autism can often think the way animals think, putting them in the
perfect position to translate “animal talk.”

Temple Grandin, PhD
978-0-307739-58-2

$1600

In this unprecedented book, Temple
delivers a report from the country of
autism. Writing from the dual perspectives of a scientist and a
person with autism, she tells us how that country is experienced
by its inhabitants and how she managed to breach its boundaries
to function in the outside world. What emerges in this book
is the document of an extraordinary human being: one who, in
gracefully and lucidly bridging the gulf between her condition and
our own, sheds light on the riddle of our common identity.

Temple Did It,
and I Can, Too!

The Loving Push
How Parents and Professionals
Can Help Spectrum Kids Become
Successful Adults

Jennifer Gilpin Yacio
& Lynda Wilson
978-1-935567-62-2

Temple Grandin, PhD
& Debra Moore, PhD
978-1-941765-20-3

$1995

This is an essential roadmap to prepare spectrum youth for being
successful adults. Dr. Temple Grandin joins psychologist and autism
specialist Dr. Debra Moore in describing what steps you can take to
restore your child’s hope and motivation. Includes eight life stories told
by people on the autism spectrum, and chapters on how to build your
child’s strengths and how to find their path to a successful life.

Here is a children’s book that will help guide and inspire all kids to
reach their full potential. Temple Did It, and I Can, Too! explains the
obstacles Dr. Grandin faced while growing up, then gives the seven
rules she followed to overcome them and become a leading animal
scientist. Beautifully illustrated and informative, this book helps
children learn that their differences can become their strengths, and
that their interests can be their path to a successful and satisfying life.
Introduction by Dr. Temple Grandin.

Different ... Not Less

Developing Talents

Inspiring Stories of Achievement
and Successful Employment from
Adults with Autism, Asperger’s,
and ADHD

Careers for Individuals with
Asperger’s Syndrome and
High-Functioning Autism

Temple Grandin, PhD
978-1-935274-60-5

Temple Grandin, PhD
& Kate Duffy
978-1-931282-56-7

$1995

Temple Grandin offers the world a book of real-life mentors for
kids with ASD! Read the personal success stories of fourteen unique
individuals that illustrate the extraordinary potential of people on the
autism spectrum. You’ll hear from a physician, a psychologist, a retail
employee, a professor, a mom, and many more in this informative and
inspiring book!

800•489•0727

$1495

ANIMAL & AUTISM
BOOKS
A Message from Temple
Due to the high number of inquiries on both
autism and livestock, it is becoming difficult to
personally answer all questions.
You can find many answers in the Frequently
Asked Questions on TempleGrandin.com, and
most answers will also be in my books. This flyer
contains information on all of my books with a
short definition of each. This should give you an
idea of which content may resolve your question.
If your question on autism is not answered, contact me
through TempleGrandin.com.
For livestock and agriculture questions,
please contact Cheryl Miller at
Cheryl.miller@colostate.edu.

A selection of works featuring Temple’s expertise on animals and autism, including ...
Temple Grandin’s Guide to Working with Farm Animals
Safe, Humane Livestock Handling Practices for the Small Farm

Temple Grandin, PhD | $1995

$2195

Grandin’s fascinating explanations of how herd animals think and how to analyze
their behavior will help you handle your livestock more safely and effectively.
Become a skilled observer of animal movement and behavior. Detailed
illustrations help you set up simple and efficient facilities for managing a small
herd of 3 to 25 cattle or pigs, or 5 to 100 goats or sheep.

This career-planning guide is written specifically for high-functioning
adolescents and young adults on the autism spectrum, their families,
teachers, and counselors. It introduces step-by-step processes for the
job search. They discuss the impact ASD has in the workplace, sensory
problems, turning special interests into paid work, jobs that are
particularly suited to individuals on the spectrum, and much more.

www.TempleGrandin.com

800•489•0727

TempleGrandin.com

twitter.com/DrTempleGrandin

www.TempleGrandin.com

facebook.com/DrTempleGrandin

ANIMAL BOOKS

Welfare and Ethical Implications,
First Edition

NEW

Temple Grandin, PhD &
Martin Whiting
978-1-786390-54-7 | $7500

This text looks at the welfare problems and ethical issues that are
caused by changes made to an animal’s behavior and physiology (both
positive and negative) to adapt them for human uses. It considers
a wide range of animals, including those used in the farm, home or
laboratory, the book reviews the ethics and welfare issues of animals
which have been adapted for sport, companions, toys, ornaments, food
sources, and weapons. It will spark debate and is essential for all those
involved in animal welfare.

Humane Livestock
Handling
Understanding Livestock Behavior
and Building Facilities for
Healthier Animals

Temple Grandin, PhD
& Mark Deesing
978-1-603420-28-0

$2495

In this book, basic behavioral principles of moving cattle—such as
the flight zone and the point of balance—are explained. There are
diagrams of handling facilities, along with layouts for ranches, feedlots,
and meat plants.

Genetics and the
Behavior of Domestic
Animals, 2nd Edition

Calling All Minds

Edited by Temple Grandin, PhD
& Mark Deesing
978-0-123945-86-0

Temple Grandin, PhD
978-1-524738-20-4

$10000

There are many international contributors to this book. It covers the
latest research on the effect of genetics on animal behavior. Species
discussed include dogs, cattle, pigs, horses, and poultry.

How To Think and Create Like
an Inventor

$1899

Have you ever wondered what makes
a kite fly or a boat float? Have you ever thought about why snowflakes
are symmetrical, or why golf balls have dimples? In this book, Temple
Grandin explores the ideas behind all of those questions and more.
She delves into the science behind inventions, the steps various people
took to create and improve upon ideas as they evolved, and the ways
in which young inventors can continue to think about and understand
what it means to tinker, to fiddle, and to innovate.

Unwritten Rules of
Social Relationships
Decoding Social Mysteries
through the Unique Perspectives
of Autism

Improving Animal
Welfare: A Practical
Approach, 2nd edition

Temple Grandin, PhD
& Sean Barron
978-1-941765-38-8

Temple Grandin, PhD
& Others
978-1-780644-68-4

$6500

This book features chapters by Temple and welfare specialists from
Canada, the United States, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom.
Topics include assessing animal welfare, animal handling, euthanasia,
behavior, transport, and slaughter. The emphasis is on practical
methods for implementing an effective animal welfare program.

$19

95

Born with autism, authors Temple Grandin and Sean Barron now live
successful social lives—but their paths were very different. Temple’s
logical mind led her to obey social rules, while Sean’s emotions
controlled his social behavior. Baffled by social rules, he made up his
own, and applied them to others. Whether you are a person with
autism or a caregiver in the autism community, their powerful stories
will captivate you.

The Autistic Brain
Livestock Handling
and Transport
Edited by Temple Grandin, PhD
978-1-786390-52-3

$6500 Paperback

Twenty-three chapters on animal behavior,
handling facility design, and transport.
This book covers cattle, pigs, sheep, horses, and deer. It reviews the
latest scientific studies and has contributions from specialists from the
United Kingdom, Canada, the United States, Chile, Uruguay, Brazil,
and Australia.

800•489•0727

Thinking Across the Spectrum

Animals Make
Us Human

$1595

This book covers the behavior of a wide range of animals, with chapters
on dogs, cats, pigs, poultry, cattle, and wildlife. The emotional systems
in the animals’ brains are broken down by species.

www.TempleGrandin.com

Anita Lesko, BSN, RN, MS, CRNA
978-1-941765-60-9

$1895

NEW

Prepare to meet a whole new
side of Temple Grandin! Temple’s
close friend and author, Anita Lesko, conducts personal and unique
interviews. Witness the moments that made Temple laugh (and cry!),
meet those closest to her, and even take a glimpse into her seventieth
birthday party. Discover what Temple believes makes the most
profound difference for children with autism. Lesko has created a truly
personal, unique look into the mind and life of Temple Grandin. This is
a story you don’t want to miss!

The Way I See It
A Personal Look at Autism
& Asperger’s

Temple Grandin, PhD
978-1-941765-25-8

$1995

REVISED
EXPANDED&

Dr. Temple Grandin gets
to the REAL issues of autism, the ones parents, teachers,
and individuals on the spectrum face every day. Temple offers
helpful dos and don’ts, practical strategies, and try-it-now tips, all
based on her insider perspective and detailed research. This revised
and expanded edition contains 32 new subjects based on the most
current autism research.

Emergence: Labeled
Autistic
A True Story

Temple Grandin, PhD
& Richard Panek
978-0-544-2277-36

Creating the Best Life
for Animals

Temple Grandin, PhD
& Catherine Johnson
978-0-547248-23-3

Temple Grandin: The
Stories I Tell My Friends

AUTISM BOOKS

Are We Pushing
Animals to Their
Biological Limits?

$1595

Weaving her own experience with
remarkable new discoveries, Temple introduces the neuroimaging
advances and genetic research that link brain science to behavior. She
also highlights long-ignored sensory problems and the transformative
effects we can have by treating autism symptom by symptom, rather
than with an umbrella diagnosis. Most exciting, she shows us new ways
to foster the unique contributions of children on the spectrum.

800•489•0727

Temple Grandin, PhD
978-0-446671-82-8

$1500

A true story that is both uniquely
moving and exceptionally inspiring, Emergence is the first-hand
account of a courageous woman with autism who beat the odds
and cured herself. As a child, Temple was forced to leave her
“normal” school and enroll in a school for children with autism.
This searingly honest account captures the isolation and fears
suffered by those with autism and their families and the quiet
strength of one woman who insisted on a miracle.

www.TempleGrandin.com

